425 South Payne Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
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$1,240,000

Townhome

3 Beds | 4 Baths | 1 Half Bath | 4 Levels | 2 Garage | 2,494 Sq Ft

About This House
Everything about the Cambridge, from the 2-car rear entry garage to the gorgeous rooftop terraces, is designed to
be the best in urban living. In addition to the garage, the ground level includes a bedroom and full bath, ideal for
overnight guests or as a quiet den for working from home. The living level features a central gourmet kitchen, with
GE Monogram Series appliances, marble counters, a 10' island with waterfall design and hanging pendant lights.
Opening to the dining room at the rear and the living room at the front, is a perfect place to chat with family and
friends while cooking up a feast. You'll love the sanctuary of the third floor owner's suite with a large walk-in closet,
owner's bath with a super shower and double bowl vanities. The second bedroom offers a private, en suite bath and
you'll love the convenience of having the laundry on this level. The top level is perfect for entertaining or just
relaxing at the end of the day. The generous loft includes a wet bar and full bath. The dual terraces on the front and
rear, offer lovely views and bring the outdoors in. Stargaze, enjoy the sunrise or sit and just watch the world go by.
Everything about the Cambridge, from the 2-car rear entry garage to the gorgeous rooftop terraces, is designed to
This kind of upscale living deserves upscale finishes. You'll find Cararra marble countertops, hardwood floors, oak
be the best in urban living. In addition to the garage, the ground level includes a bedroom and full bath, ideal for
stairs, tiled accent walls, vessel sinks, framed wall mirrors, pendant lighting, and more! There's even a 2 gig home…
overnight guests or as a quiet den for working from home. The living level features a central gourmet kitchen, with
automation system that allows you to your home's environment remotely.
GE Monogram Series appliances, marble counters, a 10' island with waterfall design and hanging pendant lights.
Opening to the dining room at the rear and the living room at the front, is a perfect place to chat with family and
friends while cooking up a feast. You'll love the sanctuary of the third floor owner's suite with a large walk-in closet,
owner's bath with a super shower and double bowl vanities. The second bedroom offers a private, en suite bath and
you'll love the convenience of having the laundry on this level. The top level is perfect for entertaining or just
relaxing at the end of the day. The generous loft includes a wet bar and full bath. The dual terraces on the front and
rear, offer lovely views and bring the outdoors in. Stargaze, enjoy the sunrise or sit and just watch the world go by.
This kind of upscale living deserves upscale finishes. You'll find Cararra marble countertops, hardwood floors, oak
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